AbstractÐWe study hypercube networks with a very large number of faulty nodes. A simple and natural condition, the local subcubeconnectivity, is identified under which hypercube networks with a very large number of faulty nodes still remain connected. The condition of local subcube-connectivity can be detected and maintained in a distributed manner based on localized management. Efficient routing algorithms on locally subcube-connected hypercube networks are developed. Our algorithms are distributed and localinformation-based in the sense that each node in the network knows only its neighbors' status and no global information of the network is required by the algorithms. For a locally subcube-connected hypercube network that may contain up to 37.5 percent faulty nodes, our algorithms run in linear time and, for any two given nonfaulty nodes, find a routing path of length bounded by four times the Hamming distance between the two nodes. Theoretical analysis and experimental results are presented which show that, under a variety of probability distributions of node failures, hypercube networks are locally subcube-connected with a very high probability and our routing algorithms run in linear time and construct routing paths of nearly optimal length.
INTRODUCTION
R OUTING has been a popular topic in the study of computer networks. With continuous increases in network size, routing in large size networks with faults has become unavoidable. In particular, it is important to know whether the nonfaulty nodes in a given network with faults still remain connected. Let G be a network. The fault tolerance of G is the maximum integer k such that removing any k nodes in G does not disconnect the network [1] . Network fault tolerance has been an important issue in the study of computer networking [18] . In particular, routing in networks with faults has attracted considerable attention in the last decade [3] , [4] , [5] , [11] , [21] .
Hypercube networks are among the earliest network models studied by researchers and still remain one of the most important and attractive network models. In particular, the high symmetry, the strong hierarchical structure, and the maximal fault tolerance are among the most attractive properties of the hypercube networks [1] . Several research and commercial hypercube machines have been built in recent years [6] , [12] , [17] .
It is well-known [15] that the fault tolerance of the n-dimensional hypercube network H n is n À 1. Indeed, since H n is n-regular (i.e., each node in H n has exactly n neighbors), removing the n neighbors of any node u will obviously disconnect u from the other part of the network.
In fact, this is the only way to remove n nodes to disconnect H n [15] . Thus, the fault tolerance n À 1 of H n just characterizes this extreme case.
The shortcomings of using the above definition to measure hypercube networks' ability to tolerate faults have been observed. First of all, the probability that the n faulty nodes in H n are exactly the n neighbors of a nonfaulty node is very low. Therefore, the fault tolerance of H n actually characterizes a very unlikely situation for the network H n . Second, the ratio n À 1=2 n of the number of faulty nodes to the total number of nodes in H n is too small to have a practical impact, in the following sense. Suppose each node in the network H n has an equal probability of failure, where > 0 is a constant independent of the network size, then the expected number of faulty nodes in the n-dimensional hypercube network H n is Á 2 n . Thus, we can expect that, in general, there is always a constant fraction of faulty nodes in the network H n . However, the ratio n À 1=2 n is, in general, much smaller than the constant even if is very small and n is moderate. For example, consider n 20 and 0:1%. Then, the ratio n À 1=2 n < 0:002%, which is much smaller than . On the other hand, previous research has given strong evidence that a hypercube network can tolerate a constant fraction of faulty nodes. For example, Najjar and Gaudiot [16] have demonstrated that, for the 10-dimensional hypercube network with 1,024 nodes, 33 percent of the nodes can fail and network can still remain connected with a probability of 99 percent. Thus, the definition above for the fault tolerance significantly underestimates the power of hypercube networks for tolerating network faults.
Much effort has been devoted that attempts to introduce more realistic definitions to measure the networks' ability to tolerate faults. In particular, these studies try to allow the n-dimensional hypercube network to have more than n À 1 faulty nodes. Several approaches, such as the concept of forbidden set [7] , [13] , [14] and cluster fault tolerance model [8] , [9] , have been proposed for this purpose. In particular, based on the idea of the forbidden sets, the concept of k-safe hypercube networks has been introduced and studied by several researchers [7] , [10] , [14] , [19] . A hypercube network H n is k-safe if each nonfaulty node in H n has at least k nonfaulty neighbors.
It is not difficult to see that a k-safe n-dimensional hypercube network cannot tolerate more than 2 k n À k À 1 faulty nodes [14] . Moreover, only for 1-safe and 2-safe hypercube networks have efficient routing algorithms been studied and developed [7] , [10] , [19] . Therefore, study in this line of research still assumes that the number of faulty nodes in the n-dimensional hypercube network H n is bounded by On. To the authors' knowledge, there has not been any development of efficient routing algorithms for a fault tolerance model that allows the number of faulty nodes to be larger than On.
In the current paper, we introduce a new and natural definition, the local subcube-connectivity, to measure the power of hypercube networks for tolerating faults. We show that locally subcube-connected hypercube networks can have a large fraction of faulty nodes while still keeping the nonfaulty nodes connected. The condition of local subcube-connectivity can be easily detected and maintained in a distributed manner based on localized management. Efficient routing algorithms on locally subcube-connected hypercube networks are developed. Our routing algorithms are simple but powerful. First of all, our routing algorithms are applicable no matter whether the given hypercube network is locally subcube-connected: In the case where the network is locally subcube-connected, the algorithms successfully construct the routing path, while, in the case where our algorithms fail in finding a routing path, they report correctly that the network is not locally subcubeconnected. Second, our algorithms are distributed and local-information-based in the sense that each node in the network only knows its neighbors' status and no global information of the network is required by the algorithms. Finally, our algorithms are effective and efficient. For example, assuming the local subcube-connectivity of a hypercube network, then, even in the case where the hypercube network has up to 37.5 percent faulty nodes, our algorithms will run in time On and, for any two given nonfaulty nodes, successfully construct a routing path of length bounded by four times the Hamming distance between the two nodes. Thorough theoretical and experimental analysis are presented to study the ªrealityº of the local subcube-connectivity of hypercube networks. Based on the uniform distribution of node failures, we derive a formal proof that a hypercube network is locally subcubeconnected with a very high probability. Simulations are performed based on uniform distribution and clustered distribution of node failures, respectively. The simulation results show that, under these failure distributions, with a very high probability, not only hypercube networks remain locally subcube-connected, but also our algorithms run in linear time and construct routing paths of nearly optimal length.
Finally, we point out that the concept of local subcubeconnectivity can be easily extended to other hierarchical network structures.
THE LOCAL SUBCUBE-CONNECTIVITY
The n-dimensional hypercube H n (or the n-cube for short) consists of 2 n nodes, each of which is labeled by a distinguished binary string of length n. Two nodes in H n are adjacent if the binary labels of them differ by exactly one bit. Each binary string b 1 b 2 Á Á Á b nÀk of length n À k corresponds to a k-dimensional subcube H k in H n (or a k-subcube for short) of 2 k nodes whose labels are of the form
where each x j is either 0 or 1. The subcube H k will also be written as
It is easy to see that each k-subcube of H n is isomorphic to the k-cube. Note that there are other subgraphs of H n that are isomorphic to the k-cube. However, in this paper, we only consider ªbasicº k-subcubes of the form
Definition. The n-dimensional hypercube network H n is locally k-subcube-connected if, in each k-dimensional subcube H k of H n , less than half of the nodes in H k are faulty and the nonfaulty nodes of H k make a connected graph.
According to the definition, in a locally k-subcubeconnected n-cube H n , a k-subcube may have up to 2 kÀ1 À 1 faulty nodes. In consequence, the locally k-subcube-connected n-cube H n may have up to 2 nÀk 2 kÀ1 À 1 2 nÀ1 À 2 nÀk faulty nodes in total. When k is large enough, this number can be arbitrarily close to one half of the total number of nodes in H n .
We also point out that the conditions of the local k-subcube-connectivity of the n-cube H n can be detected and maintained in a distributed manner based on localized management: For each k-subcube H k in H n , we can set up a managing program, executed on a processor in H k , which manages and reports the status of the k-subcube H k . Lemma 2.1. Let H h be an h-subcube in a locally k-subcubeconnected n-cube H n , where h ! k. Then, the number of faulty nodes in H h is less than half of the total number of nodes in H h .
Proof. The lemma is proven by induction on h. For h k, the lemma follows directly from the definition. Now, consider h > k. Although a locally k-subcube-connected n-cube may contain a very large number of faulty nodes, the nice property of it is that it still keeps all the nonfaulty nodes connected, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The nonfaulty nodes in a locally k-subcubeconnected n-dimensional hypercube H n make a connected graph.
Proof. We prove by induction on all h ! k that the nonfaulty nodes in any h-subcube H h of H n make a connected graph. This is true for h k by the definition of the local k-subcube-connectivity of the n-cube H n . Now, suppose that h > k and that H h is an h-dimensional subcube of H n . It suffices to show that, for any two nonfaulty nodes u and v in H h , there is a path of nonfaulty nodes in H h that connects u and v. Let the h-subcube H h be H h b 1 b 2 Á Á Á b nÀh Ã Ã, where b 1 b 2 Á Á Á b nÀh is a fixed binary string of length n À h.
The h-subcube H h can be decomposed into two h À 1-dimensional subcubes H which connects u and v. In both cases, we will obtain a path of nonfaulty nodes in H h that connects the nodes u and v. Now, suppose that the node u is in H 0 hÀ1 and the node v is in H 1 hÀ1 . Note that, for each node
. Thus, the 2 h nodes in H h can be partitioned into 2 hÀ1 pairs of adjacent nodes, each with one node in H 0 hÀ1 and the other node in H 1 hÀ1 . By Lemma 2.1, the total number of faulty nodes in H h is less than 2 hÀ1 . Thus, there must be a pair of adjacent nonfaulty nodes w 0 and w 1 such that w 0 is in H 0 hÀ1 and w 1 is in H 1 hÀ1 . By our inductive hypothesis, there is a path P 0 of nonfaulty nodes in H 0 hÀ1 that connects u and w 0 and there is also a path P 1 of nonfaulty nodes in H 1 hÀ1 that connects w 1 and v. Now, the concatenation of the path P 0 , the edge w 0 ; w 1 , and the path P 1 gives a path of nonfaulty nodes in H h that connects u and v.
This proves, inductively, that, for any two nonfaulty nodes u and v in the locally k-subcube-connected n-cube H n , there is a path of nonfaulty nodes that connects u and v. In consequence, the nonfaulty nodes of H n make a connected graph. This completes the proof. t u Theorem 2.2 shows a nice property for the hypercube networks: Local connectivity in a hypercube network implies global connectivity of the network. In many cases, the local connectivity of a hypercube network can be easily verified and Theorem 2.2 can be conveniently used to ensure the global connectivity of the hypercube network. The following corollary gives a simple example. Corollary 2.3. Let H n be an n-dimensional hypercube in which each three-dimensional subcube has at most two faulty nodes. Then, the nonfaulty nodes in H n make a connected graph.
Proof. It is well-known that the connectivity of the threedimensional hypercube is 3 [15] . Thus, the nonfaulty nodes of a 3-subcube with at most two faulty nodes make a connected graph. Therefore, the H n given in the corollary is locally 3-subcube-connected. Now, the corollary follows from Theorem 2.2. t u
Combining Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 also gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. If the n-cube H n is locally k-subcube-connected, then H n is also locally h-subcube-connected for all h ! k.
Proof. If the n-cube H n is locally k-subcube-connected, then, by definition, for h ! k, each of its h-subcube H h is also locally k-subcube-connected. By Theorem 2.2, the nonfaulty nodes of H h make a connected graph. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, the number of faulty nodes in H h is less than half of the total number of nodes in H h . Since H h is an arbitrary h-subcube in H n , this proves that the n-cube H n is locally h-subcube-connected. t u
The conditions in Theorem 2.2 require that k be fixed and that, for every k-subcube, the number of faulty nodes be less than 2 kÀ1 and the nonfaulty nodes make a connected graph. Now, we consider a more general situation in which an entire k-subcube may become totally faulty. We will show that, even in this situation, where the faulty nodes are not distributed very uniformly, the n-cube can still remain connected.
Definition. The n-dimensional hypercube network H n is locally subcube-connected if, for every k-subcube H k of H n , where
The local k-subcube-connectivity obviously implies the local subcube-connectivity. On the other hand, the local subcube-connectivity provides more flexible conditions on the hypercube networks. To see this, let us compare the local subcube-connectivity with the local 3-subcube-connectivity. A locally subcube-connected n-cube H n may have a 3-subcube H 3 such that H 3 contains more than half faulty nodes (in the worst case, even all eight nodes in H 3 are faulty) or the nonfaulty nodes in H 3 do not make a connected graph, as long as, say, the 5-subcube containing H 3 is locally 5-subcube-connected. Theorem 2.5. The nonfaulty nodes in a locally subcubeconnected n-dimensional hypercube H n make a connected graph.
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the definition: Since the n-cube H n is locally subcube-connected and there is no other subcube in H n that contains H n , the n-cube H n itself must be locally n-subcube-connected. Now, by the definition of the local n-subcube-connectivity, the nonfaulty nodes in H n make a connected graph.t u From the proof of Theorem 2.5, we see that a locally subcube-connected n-cube H n is actually locally n-subcubeconnected. In fact, there must exist a smallest integer k ! 1 such that the locally subcube-connected n-cube H n is locally k-subcube-connected. However, such a k may not be given. This is another difference between local subcube-connectivity and local k-subcube-connectivity, which will affect the efficiency of our routing algorithms. , would take time O2 nÀ1 in the worst case. We are more interested in routing algorithms whose time complexity is bounded by a lowdegree polynomial of n.
ROUTING IN LOCALLY SUBCUBE-CONNECTED HYPERCUBE NETWORKS
We first present an efficient routing algorithm for locally k-subcube-connected hypercube networks. The algorithm is given in Fig. 1 . Theorem 3.1. If the input n-cube H n is locally k-subcubeconnected, then the algorithm Routing-I constructs a path of nonfaulty nodes from u to v in time On2 k .
Proof. The constructed path P starts with a single node u. Inductively, assume that, before the ith execution of the loop in Step 4, the path P of nonfaulty nodes is from the source node u to a node w such that the first i À 1 bits of w match the first i À 1 bits of the destination node v. In the ith execution of the loop in Step 4, the algorithm ªconvertsº the ith bit w i of w into v i . Consider the two
Since each of H 0 k and H 1 k has less than half of the nodes that are faulty, we must be able to find two adjacent nonfaulty nodes, k . Now, since the n-cube H n is locally k-subcube-connected, the nonfaulty nodes in the k-subcube H 0 k are connected. Thus, we can find a path of nonfaulty nodes, in time O2 k , from w to w H in the k-subcube H 0 k . Now, since the nodes w H and v H are adjacent, the path P can be further extended from w H to v H . We then let w v H . Note that now the node w has its first i bits identical to that of the destination node v.
Each execution of the loop in Step 4 takes time O2 k to extend the path P . After the n À k executions of the loop, the node w has its first n À k bits identical to that of v. Thus, the nodes w and v now are in the same k-subcube H k of H n . Since the nonfaulty nodes in H k make a connected graph, we can spend another O2 k time to further extend the path P from w to v in the k-subcube H k and complete a path of nonfaulty nodes in H n from u to v.
In conclusion, if the input n-cube H n is locally k-subcube-connected, then the algorithm Routing-I constructs a path of nonfaulty nodes from u to v. The running time of the algorithm, as discussed above, is bounded by On À k2 k On2 k . t u Remark 1. In case k is small, for example k 3, the routing algorithm Routing-I runs in linear time. On the other hand, suppose k is large and H n is locally k-subcubeconnected. Then, for each large k-subcube H k , we may put no constraints on the structure of H k . The only thing we can assume is that the subgraph consisting of the nonfaulty nodes in H k is connected and contains more than half of the nodes in H k . Note that the subcube H k may contain very structurally complicated subgraphs since the Subgraph Problem on Hypercubes is NP-hard [20] . Therefore, using a linear time O2 k algorithm (e.g., a Breadth First Search procedure) to search for the nonfaulty nodes in H k seems unavoidable. This discussion gives strong evidence that, even for large k, our algorithm Routing-I still spends only necessary computational time.
Remark 2. The algorithm Routing-I is distributed and local-information-based in the following sense: No global information about the network H n is required by the algorithm. The only thing we assume is that, from each nonfaulty node y, our algorithm can request the status of the neighbors of y.
Step 4 of the algorithm may need some explanation. When we look for a nonfaulty pair fw H ; v H g in Step 4, we actually only search for nonfaulty nodes in the k-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀk Ã Ã, based only on the neighbors' status. For each nonfaulty node y we find in the k-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀk Ã Ã, we immediately check its neighbor y H in the k-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 v i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀk Ã Ã. Therefore, the nonfaulty pair fw H ; v H g in the algorithm can be found using only local information.
Remark 3. The length of the path P constructed by the algorithm Routing-I is bounded by n À k 12 k À 1 because, in each execution of the loop in Step 4, the length of the path P is increased by at most 2 k and Step 5 increases the path length by at most another 2 k À 1. If k is small, the length of the path P is of order On. Even when k is large, in many cases, the path length can be significantly reduced. For example, in each execution of the loop in Step 4, we may use the Breadth First Search procedure to find the nonfaulty nodes w H and v H such that w H is the closest such node to w in the k-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀk Ã Ã. In most cases, the distance from w to w H in the k-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀk Ã Ã is much smaller than 2 k . This observation is verified by our experimental results given in Section 4.
In particular, for locally 3-subcube-connected n-cube H n , we have the following corollary. Note that a locally 3-subcube-connected n-cube H n may contain up to 3=8 Á 2 n faulty nodes, which is 37.5 percent of the total number of nodes in H n . Recall that the Hamming distance between two nodes u and v in the n-cube is equal to the number of bit positions at which u and v have different bit value. The Hamming distance of u and v is the shortest distance between u and v when the n-cube H n contains no faulty nodes. Corollary 3.2. For a locally 3-subcube-connected hypercube network H n , the algorithm Routing-I runs in linear time and constructs a routing path from u to v of length bounded by four times the Hamming distance between u and v.
Proof. That the algorithm Routing-I runs in linear time was explained in Remark 1. Before the ith execution in the loop of Step 4, it is easy to see that we have w j v j for 1 j i À 1, and w j u j for i j n À 3 (note we have k 3 here). Therefore, only for the bit positions at which u and v differ, the path P needs to be extended. Since each of the 3-subcubes w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀ3 Ã Ã and w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 v i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀ3 Ã Ã contains at most three faulty nodes, the distance from w to the node w H in the 3-subcube w 1 Á Á Á w iÀ1 w i w i1 Á Á Á w nÀ3 Ã Ã is at most 3. Therefore, the distance from w to the node v H is at most 4. In conclusion, for each bit position at which u and v differ, the path P increases its length by at most 4. This completes the proof of the corollary. t u Now, we consider routing in a locally subcube-connected hypercube network. Consider the algorithm Routing-II given in Fig. 2 .
Suppose that H n is a locally subcube-connected n-cube given in the algorithm Routing-II and let k min be the smallest integer such that the n-cube H n is locally k min -subcube-connected. Thus, in every k min -subcube, the number of faulty nodes is less than 2 k min =2 and the nonfaulty nodes make a connected graph. We show that the algorithm Routing-II constructs, in time On2 k min , a path of nonfaulty nodes from u to v in H n . If the value k min is known, then we can apply the algorithm Routing-I to construct the path. However, here, we assume that the algorithm Routing-II does not know the value k min . Note that finding the value k min directly in the n-cube H n can be very time consuming. Theorem 3.3. Suppose that H n is a locally subcube-connected n-cube given in the input of the algorithm Routing-II and let k min be the smallest integer such that the n-cube H n is locally k min -subcube-connected. Then, the algorithm Routing-II constructs a path of nonfaulty nodes in H n from u to v in time On2 kmin .
Proof. Before the ith execution of the loop in
Step 5 of Algorithm Routing-II, we assume inductively that we have constructed a path P of nonfaulty nodes from u to w w 1 w 2 Á Á Á w n with w j v j for all j 1; 2; . . . ; i À 1. By the definition of the value k min , there must be an integer k k min such that both k-subcubes 
k . Since all nonfaulty nodes in H 0 k are connected, the path P now can be extended in H 0 k from w to w H , then to v H . This completes the conversion of the ith bit of w from w i to v i . Note the difference from the algorithm Routing-I is that here we do not know the value k min . Thus, we try all possible values k 1; 2; . . . . Also noted is that, in many cases, we may be able to find the nodes w H and v H in the subcubes H Therefore, the total time complexity of Step 5 of the algorithm Routing-II is On2 k min .
We should also explain the situation when k is This completes the proof that, in time On2 k min , the algorithm Routing-II constructs a path from u to v in the locally subcube-connected n-cube H n . t u
We illustrate the algorithm Routing-II by an example. Let u 1011110 and v 0110010 be two nonfaulty nodes in the 7-cube H 7 and suppose that the nodes 0011101, 0011111, 0111100, and 0111110 in H 7 are faulty. Then, the routing path constructed by the algorithm Routing-II is (where the hat^indicates the current bit of the node w to be converted, i.e., the ith bit in the algorithm, and the underlined substrings indicate the bits that have been converted): In
Step 1, we try to convert the first bit 1 of u w into the first bit 0 of v. Since the node 1011110 in the 1-subcube 101111 Ã Ã and the node 0011110 in the 1-subcube 001111 Ã Ã are both nonfaulty, the path P extends to node w 0011110, which completes the first execution (i 1) of the while loop in Step 5 of the algorithm. Now, consider i 2 for the second bit. For k 1, since both pairs f0011110; 0111110g and f0011111; 0111111g in the 1-subcubes 001111 Ã Ã and 011111 Ã Ã contain faulty nodes, the value k is increased to 2. Again, since all pairs f0011100; 0111100g, f0011101; 0111101g, f0011110; 0111110g, and f0011111; 0111111g in the 2-subcubes 00111 Ã Ã and 01111 Ã Ã contain faulty nodes, the value k is increased to 3. Now, in the 3-subcubes 0011 Ã Ã and 0111 Ã Ã, we have a pair of nonfaulty nodes f0011010; 0111010g. Thus, we first extend the path P within the 3-subcube 0011 Ã Ã from node 0011110 to node 0011010, then to the node w 0111010. This completes the conversion of the bit i 2 (see Steps 2 and 2 H in the above sequence). For the third bit (i 3), since the nodes w and v have the same bit value, the execution of the while loop is skipped (see Step 3 in the sequence). For i 4, since both nodes 0111010 and 0110010 in the 1-subcubes 011101 Ã Ã and 011001 Ã Ã, respectively, are nonfaulty, the path P is further extended from node 0111010 to node w 0110010. Finally, since now the last three bits of the node w are identical to that of the node v, the executions of the while loop for i 5; 6; 7 are skipped and a routing path P from the node u to the node v is constructed.
Again, we should point out that, in general, the actual computation time of the algorithm Routing-II can be much better than On2 k min . This is particularly true when the n-cube H n has relatively fewer faulty nodes so that most small subcubes in H n are locally subcube-connected. In this case, converting each bit of w into the corresponding bit of v in general can be done in k-subcubes with k much smaller than k min . The experimental results presented in Section 4 confirm this observation.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have introduced a new concept, the local subcubeconnectivity, on network fault tolerance. Compared with the previous definitions of network fault tolerance, local subcube-connectivities allow a large number of faulty nodes in the network while still keeping the nonfaulty nodes connected. We developed efficient routing algorithms for locally subcube-connected hypercube networks. Our algorithms are practical and efficient in most cases. Moreover, our algorithms are distributed and local-information-based.
We point out that the new definitions are obviously extendible to other hierarchical networks. Other network problems, such as network emulation and network broadcasting, should also be interesting under the new definitions of network fault tolerance.
It is interesting to know how ªrealisticº the condition of local subcube-connectivities is and how ªpracticalº our routing algorithms are. In this section, we present both formal theoretical analysis and experimental simulations, which show that, under common probability distributions of node failures, the hypercube networks remain locally subcube-connected with a very high probability and our routing algorithms run efficiently and construct routing paths of nearly optimal length.
Theoretical Analysis
We first study the local 3-subcube-connectivity of hypercube networks under the uniform distribution of node failures.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that every node in the n-cube H n has an equal and independent failure probability p f . Then, the probability that H n is locally 3-subcube-connected is at least 1 À 10 Á 2 nÀ3 p 3 f . Proof. Suppose that the n-cube H n is not locally 3-subcubeconnected. Then, there is at least one n-subcube H 3 such that either 1) H 3 has at least four faulty nodes or 2) exactly three neighbors of a nonfaulty node u in H 3 are faulty. Since each node in H n has an equal and independent failure probability p f , the probability that the 3-subcube H 3 has exact k faulty nodes is equal to
(note that the 3-subcube H 3 has eight nodes in total). Therefore, the probability of 1) that H 3 has at least four faulty nodes is bounded by
Now, consider the probability of 2). Since the 3-subcube H 3 has eight nodes, the probability that exactly the three neighbors of a nonfaulty node u in H 3 are faulty is bounded by 8p (1), we conclude that the probability that the 3-subcube H 3 satisfies either of the conditions 1) and 2) is bounded by Corollary 4.2. Suppose that every node in the n-cube H n has an equal and independent failure probability p f . Then, the probability that H n is locally k-subcube-connected for any k ! 3 is at least 1 À 10 Á 2 nÀ3 p 3 f . Corollary 4.3. Suppose that every node in the n-cube H n has an equal and independent failure probability p f . Then, the probability that H n is locally subcube-connected is at least
We illustrate by an example the significance of Theorem 4.1. Reconsider the example given in Section 1 for the 20-cube H 20 in which the node failure probability is p f 0:1%. Note that, under this assumption, the expected number of faulty nodes in H 20 is 2 20 p f > 1; 000 and, by Theorem 4.1, the probability that H 20 is locally 3-subcubeconnected is at least 1 À 10 Á 2 17 Á 0:001 3 > 99%, under which our routing algorithm Routing-I runs in time On and constructs a routing path of length bounded by 4n. On the other hand, the original definition of the network fault tolerance bounds from above the number of faulty nodes in H 20 by 19 and the definitions of 1-safeness and 2-safeness bound from above the number of faulty nodes in H 20 by 37 and 71, respectively.
We interpret Theorem 4.1 from another angle. Suppose that p f is a ªtolerableº ratio for node failures and that we require that the probability that the n-cube H n fails being locally 3-subcube-connected be also tolerable, i.e., be not larger than p f . By Theorem 4.1, we must have
This inequality is satisfied as long as p f is not larger than 1=2 nÀ3=2 10 p . Note that, when p f 1=2 nÀ3=2 10 p , the expected number of faulty nodes in the n-cube H n is around 2 n=2 . That is, under the uniform probability distribution of node failures, the number of faulty nodes in the n-cube H n can be as large as the square root of the total number 2 n of nodes in H n while still keeping the probability of network disconnectedness within a tolerable region. This is a much larger bound on the number of faulty nodes compared to the previous fault tolerance models in which the number of faulty nodes must be bounded by On, which is logarithmic to the total number of nodes in H n .
Experimental Results
Besides the above formal theoretical analysis, we have performed extensive experiments to study the reality of local subcube-connectivity, based on a variety of probability distributions of node failures. The first set of experiments is based on uniform probability distributions of node failures, i.e., again we assume that each node has an equal and independent failure probability p f . The experimental results are given in Fig. 3 .
In the table in Fig. 3 , n is the dimension of the hypercube networks. We have tested for the dimensions n 10; 15, and 20. For each dimension n, we have tested the local k-subcube-connectivity for k 3; 4; 5, and I, where the local I-subcube-connectivity stands for the local subcubeconnectivity. For each pair n; k, we have tested for the node failure probability for p f 0:1%; 0:5%, and 30:0%. For each triple n; k; p f , we generated 200 hypercube networks of dimension n in which each node becomes faulty with a probability p f . For each such generated hypercube network H n , we tested its local k-subcube-connectivity. Moreover, for each such generated hypercube network, we randomly picked 2; 000 pairs of nonfaulty nodes in H n and tested our routing algorithms Routing-I (for the local k-subcubeconnectivity) and Routing-II (for the local subcube-connectivity). We have used the following parameters in our testing: ªk-scº is the ratio of the number of generated hypercube networks that are locally k-subcube-connected over the total number of generated hypercube networks, ªPathFoundº is the ratio of the number of times in which a routing path is successfully constructed for a given pair of nodes by our routing algorithms over the total number of tested pairs of nodes, ªPathLenº is the average ratio of the length of the constructed routing path for a given pair of nodes over the Hamming distance of the nodes, ªNodesExamedº records the average ratio of the total number of nodes examed by our routing algorithms during construction of a routing path between two nodes over the Hamming distance of the nodes (a node will count twice if it is examed twice by the algorithms), and ªMaxDistPlusº is the maximum difference between the length of the constructed routing path and the corresponding Hamming distance for the pairs of nodes. Note that the parameter ªNodesExamedº is essentially the running time of our routing algorithms.
From the table in Fig. 3 , we can see that, when the node failure probability is small (i.e., p f 0:1% and 0:5%), the hypercube networks are almost always locally k-subcubeconnected for all k 3; 4; 5, and I (see the column for ªk-scº) and the routing paths constructed by our routing algorithms have length very close to the optimal (see the column for ªPathLenº). Moreover, for k 3; 4, and 5, the running time of our routing algorithms, which is essentially given by the column for ªNodesExamed,º is bounded by Okn. This can be explained as follows: In our implementation, to convert each bit w i of the node w to the bit v i of the node v (see the algorithms in Figs. 1 and 2) , we used Breadth First Search process in a k-subcube. Thus, we essentially need to look at all the k neighbors of the node w in the k-subcube before we move our routing path one step in the k-subcube. Note that the running time of the algorithm Routing-II (look at the rows where k I) is, in general, much better than that of the algorithm Routing-I (look at the rows where k T I). This is because, to convert each bit, the algorithm Routing-II starts from the smallest subcubes (i.e., the 1-subcubes) and converts the bit immediately whenever that is possible, while algorithm Routing-I starts directly from the k-subcubes. Finally, we point out that not only the average length of the routing paths constructed by our algorithms is small (as given in the column for ªPathLenº), but also the length of the longest routing path constructed by our algorithms is also very small, as given in the column for ªMaxDistPlusº that records the maximum additional length above the shortest distance in the routing paths constructed by our algorithms.
It is also very interesting to look at the case when the node failure probability p f is very large, i.e., p f 30:0%. In this case, the hypercube networks are, in general, not locally k-subcube-connected for k 3; 4, and 5. On the other hand, even without the condition of local k-subcube-connectivity, in most cases, our routing algorithms were still able to construct very short routing paths efficiently. This is because, although certain k-subcubes break the condition of local k-subcube-connectivity, the given pairs of nodes can still be connected in general without going through those ªbadº k-subcubes. Finally, we notice that, under all these failure probabilities, including the case p f 30:0%, the hypercube networks remain locally subcube-connected. Observe that the local subcube-connectivity in these cases is actually identical to the condition that all nonfaulty nodes are connected. Therefore, these experimental results coincide with the results obtained by Najjar and Gaudiot [16] . Moreover, our results not only show the existence of the routing paths in this case, but also demonstrate that the routing paths can be constructed by our routing algorithms efficiently.
We have also experimented on another probability distribution of node failures based on the fact that the failure probability of a node may increase because of the failures of its neighboring nodes. We call this node failure distributions the clustered distributions. We implemented the clustered node failure distributions as follows: First, each node in the n-cube was assigned an equal and independent failure probability p f . After determining the faulty nodes by this probability, we gave each nonfaulty node v another failure probability d Á q f , where q f 1=n is a fixed constant and d is the number of faulty neighbors of v. In our implementation, we have set q f 0:5=n so that if all neighbors of a node v are faulty, then the node v has a high probability (i.e., 50:0 percent) to also be faulty. Based on the clustered distributions of node failures, we performed the same experiments on the same set of parameters as we did for the uniform node failure distributions. The experimental results are given in Fig. 4 .
It can be seen that the performance of local subcubeconnectivities and of our algorithms under the clustered node failure distributions are similar to that under the uniform node failure distributions. In some cases, it gets slightly worse (in particular, for the case p f 30:0%). This is because, in the clustered node failure distributions, p f 30:0% and q f 0:5=n can bring the total number of faulty nodes to the ratio over 40:0 percent. In any case, with a very high probability, local subcube-connectivities still hold, and our algorithms construct short routing paths efficiently.
